Art and Design at Aspire

Here at Aspire we are passionate about the positive impact art can have in children's lives and the therapeutic value of such skills for young people
who face SEMH challenges.
We focus on providing a high-quality art and design education, aiming to engage, inspire and challenge students, equipping them with the knowledge
and skills to experiment, invent and create their own works of art, craft and design; and the understanding to employ art to aid self-regulation and the
management of their own, sometimes overwhelming, emotions.

Art sessions aim to inspire learners through using their imagination and creativity with activities planned to ensure that they develop their selfconfidence and ability within Art. Learners explore a range of different artists, craftspeople and designers that are traditional and contemporary,
fostering their curiosity and understanding of the world around them. Learners' experiences within their art sessions, enable them to develop an
appreciation of their own and others’ culture as well as how artistic styles have been influenced over time. Through high quality art sessions learners
will be able to express themselves creatively through a variety of different media, they will be encouraged to think critically and learn to evaluate their
own work. The Art curriculum at Aspire Academy allows learners to make continual progression through the refinement of skills and building on prior
knowledge. Learners will have the opportunity to apply their skills and knowledge in a range of contexts. Learners will be exposed to art in the local
community, galleries and museums to inspire and inform their creative practice.
Aims

The national curriculum for art and design aims to ensure that all pupils:
•
•
•
•

produce creative work, exploring their ideas and recording their experiences
become proficient in drawing, painting, sculpture and other art, craft and design techniques
evaluate and analyse creative works using the language of art, craft and design
know about great artists, craft makers and designers, and understand the historical and cultural development of their art forms.

The children experience a wide range of skills, including painting, drawing, modelling, collage, fabric work and printing. We follow a two-year rolling
programme for skills development which links to the termly topics in other subjects and to special events. We celebrate children’s art in displays
around the school.
We are fortunate to have access to the work of the Wellsway Multi Academy Trust Art Curriculum Development group which has created a shared
curriculum for all schools including a sequenced curriculum for art. This has been valuable as a basis for the development of our own specialist
provision. This scheme is a working document and will be updated regularly in line with curriculum developments. Please see the current document for
Art here.
The therapeutic use of art is taught and modelled through mindfulness and relaxation interventions, play therapy and the provision of arts and crafts
options during social times.

KEY STAGES 1 & 2
In KS1 … Pupils are taught:
•
•
•
•

to use a range of materials creatively to design and make products
to use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and share their ideas, experiences and imagination
to develop a wide range of art and design techniques in using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and space
about the work of a range of artists, craft makers and designers, describing the differences and similarities between different practices and
disciplines, and making links to their own work.

In KS2 … Pupils are taught:
•
•
•
•

to develop their techniques, including their control and their use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an increasing awareness of
different kinds of art, craft and design.
to create sketch books to record their observations and use them to review and revisit ideas
to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil,
charcoal, paint, clay]
about great artists, architects and designers in history.

The curriculum develops pupils’ skills in a variety of different aspects of art and design in a progressive fashion, building on skills learned in previous
years. They learn about using the following media:
•
•
•
•

drawing
colour (including painting)
texture (including fabric work)
form (sculpture)

•
•

printing
pattern

KEY STAGE 3
The KS3 Art curriculum aims to engage students in their creative learning within art so that they can progress in:
•

Developing ideas through investigating.

•
•
•
•

Analyse and evaluate their own work, and that of others to strengthen the visual impact or applications of their work.
Demonstrating critical understanding of sources.
Refining work by exploring ideas through using a range of techniques and processes, that is recorded in sketchbooks.
Selecting and experimenting with appropriate media, materials, techniques and processes.

•

To gain knowledge about history of art, craft, design and architecture, including styles and major movements from ancient times up to the
present day.

The previous experiences and individual learning abilities of students are considered when providing an art programme for each learner. Lessons are
tailored for each learner to gain confidence, self-esteem and motivation which allows the learner to achieve within the art programme.
The KS3 curriculum builds on key stage 2 art programme it aims learners to develop their skill and progression through working in a variety of
different mediums and materials which allows learners to develop their knowledge and skill within different aspects of art and design such as:
•
•

Painting
Drawing

•
•
•
•

Sculpture
Printing
Photography
History of Art

Project 1-Still life
YR 7

YR8

Working from everyday objects. Explore
how objects have changed over time with
regards to technology. Work from primary
sources, get students to bring in objects

Project 2- Plastic Ocean
Project 3-Day of the dead
Explore the environment issue of pollution Explore the Mexican holiday- Day of the
in the sea. Students design and create 3D dead through drawings and clay.
creatures out of card constructed frames
and recycled materials

Project 1 - Landscapes and the Outside
Environment

Project 2- Illustration project- Coraline

Project 3- Computer Game Project

Landscape and the outside environment
Explore the work of contrasting landscape
artists. Students design and create their
own mixed media landscape scene
considering composition, pattern and
texture

Explore the computer game-Insanely
Twisted Shadow Planet created by Michel
Gagne. Students then design and create
their own character for the game. This can
be done as a shadow puppet or a
maquette with wire armature.

Explore the computer game-Insanely
Twisted Shadow planet created by Michel
Gagne. Students then design and create
their own character for the game. This can
be done as a shadow puppet, maquette
with wire armature or a cardboard cutout.

YR9

Project 1 - Lettering and
Typography

Project 2- Artist Research
Boards and Presentation
Techniques

Project 3- Zoomorphic art/
photoshop

Project 4- Architecture

Explore a range of historical
and contemporary lettering
styles. Look at the advertising,
packaging and promotional
materials. Find out about the
difference between street Art
and Graffiti and produce a 3D
letter inspired by the artist Ben
Eine.

Artist research boards and
presentation techniques
Students experiment with a
range of materials to present
work creatively and learn
about how to make their
presentation relevant to their
content.

Students explore the work of
various photographer’s and
experiment with combining
human and animal faces using
both traditional and digital
techniques.

Explore historical and
contemporary architecture.
Design and create a turret
inspired by Antoni Gaudi.

